The Sustainable College Furniture

- Competitively bid E&I Contract
- Certified IL BEP Certified Woman Owned Business
- Sustainable lifecycle
- Durable furniture 15/35yr warranty
- 100% Manufactured in Indiana
11.6 million tons of furniture goes into U.S. landfills each year.
There is a solution...

TRUE RENEW FURNITURE
✓ SUSTAINABLE
✓ RENEW
✓ REUSE
✓ REPURPOSE
go ahead...\textit{trash} the chair
Because we’re passionate about extending the lifespan of our furniture, we decided to do the same with our unused manufacturing materials (Foam, Wood, and Fabrics).

During construction, we repurpose 96% of our waste. Our sustainable and conscientious manufacturing processes keep production waste out of landfills.

Transformations brings a much more sustainable approach to upholstered furniture. Ordinary furniture spends a short time in your property before spending a lifetime in a landfill. Transformations Furniture is different. Our replacement fabrics and parts keep furniture fresh, functional and out of landfills for decades, greatly reducing furniture waste.

For every chair that is refreshed instead of thrown away you save 1.7 cubic feet of landfill space!
REDUCED ECOLOGICAL FOOTPRINT

- Unused Foam is shredded into carpet padding
- Unused Wood is made into bedding for livestock
- Unused Fabric is sewn into custom bags
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Before Transformations Furniture, you had to buy new furniture more often.

By making it easy to change the cover or individual parts, Transformations changes the game. When your fabric gets damaged or outdated, refresh the cover as often as you like.

If something breaks, order a single replacement part or component. After spending just a few minutes, the fabric is back to brand-new—no tools required.
How Transformations helps

➢ QUICK CHANGE – remove & replace all components within minutes with no special tools or training.

➢ PREMIUM INSIDE – the highest quality foam, frame & workmanship underneath the fabric.

➢ LONGEST LIFE – the best WARRANTY in the industry is proof that Transformations is committed to true renewability that preserves your facility’s image.

➢ GOOD FOR THE ENVIRONMENT
START SAVING

To you, upholstered furniture is a big investment.

To everyone else, it’s just a place to sit.
Since you can’t protect your furniture, protect your furniture investment with TRUE RENEW by Transformations.

Our furniture will play a major role in keeping your upholstered furniture looking inviting and clean, day-after-day, week-after-week, for years to come.

And we’ll be there when your fabric needs to be replaced! You won’t have to bear the cost of replacing all your furniture. Just replace your fabrics and be up to speed quickly and efficiently.
EASY TO KEEP FRESH

Our furniture will play a major role in keeping your upholstered furniture looking inviting and clean, day-after-day, week-after-week, for years to come. And we’ll be there when your fabric needs to be replaced! You won’t have to bear the cost of replacing all your furniture. Just replace your fabrics and be up to speed quickly and efficiently.
interior design services

Floor Plans

Product Choices

Color Palettes

Fabric, Carpet & Paint Coordination

Budget Planning
thank you!